PROVOLONE VALPADANA PDO
COUNTRY
ITALIA
CATEGORY
FOOD
CLASS
CLASSE 1.3. FORMAGGI

Registration date: 21 / 06 / 1996

DESCRIPTION

Provolone Valpadana PDO is a stringy semi-hard cheese produced in the typologies Dolce (sweet) and Piccante (piquant),
with whole cow’s milk obtained exclusively from the terroir of origin.

PRODUCTION METHOD

Whey serum prepared in same processing environment is added to the milk. For the production of Provolone Valpadana PDO
Dolce, calf rennet is added during the curdling process, whereas lamb and/or kid rennet is used for the Piquant typology.
Once the right consistency has been reached, the curd is broken mechanically and then agitated in order to stimulate the
purging of the whey. The temperature of the boiler is increased, and at the end of the process the mass is poured onto
special tables for acidiﬁcation and draining. The cheese is then reheated, after which it is either pulled out into strings and
shaped manually or placed in molds, depending on the desired shape. Once shaped, the cheese is salted in brine for a
period varying from a few hours to 30 days, depending on the weight of the cheese. The ripening period is calculated
according to the weight: at least 10 days for the smaller forms; at least 30 days for the medium forms; a minimum of 90
days for the large forms and the Piquant cheese. Some cheeses are also smoked.

APPEARANCE AND FLAVOUR

Provolone Valpadana PDO can be cylindrical or have the shape of a salami, melon or pear, and at times it can have a
spherical “head”. The rind is thin and smooth and the colour varies from pale yellow to golden or brown. The cheese is
compact, with the possible presence of eyes, and straw yellow in colour. The sweet cheese has a delicate ﬂavour, which is
more pronounced in the piquant typology.

PRODUCTION AREA

The production area of Provolone Valpadana PDO is within the territory of the provinces of Cremona, Brescia, and in a few
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municipalities in the provinces of Bergamo, Mantua and Lodi in the Lombardy region; Verona, Vicenza, Padua and Rovigo in
the Veneto region; several municipalities in the Autonomous Province of Trento; the province of Piacenza in the EmiliaRomagna region.

HISTORY

The origins of Provolone Valpadana PDO date back to the time of the Uniﬁcation of Italy, when the dairy culture of stringy
cheeses, which originated in Southern Italy, spread throughout the Padana Valley. The name Provolone was ﬁrst oﬃcially
used in the Vocabolario di agricoltura by Canevazzi-Mancini in 1871, in which it was deﬁned as a large-sized provola (typical
fresh stringy cheese from Southern Italy).

GASTRONOMY

Provolone Valpadana PDO should be kept in a cool place or in the least cold compartment of the fridge, at a temperature of
4°C. Provolone Valpadana PDO is an optimum table cheese, but it can also be used as an ingredient in many diﬀerent
dishes. The Sweet cheese is ideal when diced and added to salads or appetizers. It pairs extremely well with pears, nuts and
bread, or on its own dressed with salt, pepper, extra virgin olive oil and aromatic herbs. The Piquant cheese can be
accompanied by curls of fresh butter; it appears in many recipes, from savoury ﬂans and souﬄés, to meat or ﬁsh-based
dishes.

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

The spinning of Provolone Valpadana PDO represents a crucial moment of processing: the ribbons are obtained with an
expert movement of the hands, and they are then wrapped around themselves before being shaped in such a way that
pockets of air don’t appear.
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ECONOMIC INDICATORS
OPERATORS
717

PRODUCTION (KG)
5,292,207

TURNOVER (MLN €)
28.40

SURFACE (HA)
16,843

DATA PRODUCTION - TIME SERIES
Year

Production (kg or lt)

Turnover (mln €)

Export (mln €)

2016

5,292,207

28

3.5

2015

4,713,000

27

2.7

2014

5,330,800

31

1.5

2013

5,882,000

31

1.6

2012

6,873,500

36

2.0

2011

7,012,580

37

2.0

2010

7,223,406

35

1.1

2009

8,736,794

43

1.3

2008

9,444,821

49

1.5

2007

9,634,161

46

2.7

2006

9,620,126

43

3.0
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ITALIAN GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATIONS OPEN DATA MULTIMEDIA PLATFORM

A Ministry of Agriculture (Department of competitive politics, agri-food quality, horse and
ﬁshery; General Direction of quality agri-food and horse promotion) co-ﬁnanced project by
M.D 93007 of 12/23/2014.

Information which are contained in the product ﬁches are provided “as such” and without any explicit or tacit garantee of
any kind. It has been possible in order to make all reported information updated and truthful. Every eﬀort has been made to
indentify copyright owners of the photographic material. Please communicate us any reports of information which are
incorrect, outdated or any unintended oversights on the copyrights about images using the web site www.qualivita.it or by
writing to the email address atlante@qualivita.it.
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MEDIA SHARING. Reproduction or use of part or all of the contents of this platform in any form is expressly prohibited for
editorial product by a third party.
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